
Disclaimer 
-I’m asking for your honest feedback 
-Nothing you say to me will hurt my feelings 
-You don’t have to answer any questions you don’t want to 
-This is only a prototype 
-Please think out loud 
-Imagination hat 
 
Intro 
I’d like to learn a little about you: 

1. What are some colleges you applied to or are planning to apply to?  
2. Have you started thinking about a college roommate yet?  
3. Do you know how you would go about finding a roommate in college? 
4. How do you currently communicate with your friends? (messenger, snapchat, txt, 

email?) 
a. What do you like best about them? 
b. What do you like least about them? 

 
Background 
-Tell them about ZeeMee 
-Show them the current app 
-Let them look around and ask any questions about it 
 
Script 

1. If you wanted to see the colleges you saved, how would you get to them? 
2. Say you wanted to see everyone else who was interested in Texas Christian University, 

how would you do that? 
a. What do you see here? 

3. (Imagination hat) Say you got accepted and were committed to going to Texas Christian 
University and it was time to start thinking about a roommate, how would you do that? 

4. Go ahead and start the questionnaire, let me know if you have any questions or 
comments 

5. Pause at last screen of questionnaire (hopefully before they hit explore results) 
6. What do you expect to happen after completing the questionnaire? 
7. Go ahead and continue to see your results 
8. What do you see here? 

a. Go through each section and explain 
9. (Imagination hat) Say you were interested in learning more about Alice Caldwell, how 

would you do that? 
10. At this point of your roommate search what would you be interested in knowing about 

Alice?  
- Does the user mention messaging at all 
- Do they attempt to look at the video 



11. What would you do next?  
- Does the user go back to Roommates tab and select favorite 
- Does the user attempt to click on messaging 

12. Go ahead and go back to Roommates tab 
13. Let's say you really liked what you learned about Alice, how would you add her to your 

favorites? 
14. Added to Favorites Modal - Cool, Got it 

- Does the user close modal immediately 
- Does the user click on Say Hi or Close 

15. If user closes modal immediately 
a. Tell me more about why you closed the modal so quickly? 

16. If you know that you don’t want to room with Rose Beck, what would you do? 
17. (Imagination hat) You have explored many profiles, added people to your favorites 

bucket, what would you do next to narrow down your results? 
- Would they message them? 
- Does the user go to Favorites folder 

18. What things would you ask and why? 
- Ask them to go into their Favorites tab if they aren’t already there 
- Do they Notice Say Hi? 
a. What would you expect to happen when you press Say Hi? 

19. So, you and Alice hit it off and decide you want to be roommates 
a. How would you remove yourself from the roommate matching results? 

20. Pause, what do you expect to see on Roommate tab, now that you removed yourself 
from the results? 

 
Compare 

1. Show the user the messaging flow they tested and show them the second option 
2. Can you explain the differences? 
3. Which do you prefer? 

 
Final Thoughts 

1. What was your favorite part of the prototype? 
2. Was was your least favorite of the prototype? 
3. If you could improve this app, what would you change? 

 
 


